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THE HUMANITIES AND THE SCIENCES 

truth plays in the validity of art. In this context, truth certainly has 
a different meaning than in the sciences. However, it seems to me 
that a work of art must have a certain compatibility with the 
experiences and culture of the observer to produce what Arthur 
Koestler calls a re-creative echo: the work is validated by providing 
a confirmation of certain inner truths , but also by moving the 
observer beyond them. 

Let me sum up by stating that creativity in science combines 
rationality and non-rational processes, recklessness and constraint, 
and imagination reigned in- but not too tightly. I think the same 
description would aptly apply to the arts and humanities. 
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Objectivity is Romantic* 

Peter Galison 
Mallinckrodt Professor of the History of Science 

and Physics, Harvard University 

Introduction 

Some years ago, while working with the historical documents of 
twentieth century particle physics, I came across a genre I had never 
seen-an atlas of cloud chamber photographs. What was this 
object-a textbook, a coffee-table volume , a popularization? As it 
turned out, it was not quite any of these. Instead , physicists used 
these atlases to train the eyes of initiates into the cloud chamber 
business; experts compiled the list of known phenomena so that, 

when the experimenter spied something unfamiliar in the labora
tory, it could be identified as a discovery. The exemplar for such a 
literary object was, the authors asserted, the medical atlas that for 
centuries had been used to train physicians to spot and identify 
pathologies. Medical atlases exist in the thousands. There are atlases 
of skulls and atlases of wrists, x-ray atlases and eye atlases, atlases of 
every conceivable pathology and atlases of surgical technique, atlases 
ofinstrument readouts, and even atlases of"normal deviations" chat 
might be mistaken for pathologies. But the story did not end there, 
since particle physicists were not the only scientists to seize upon the 
medical compendium. There were, in adjacent libraries, atlases of 
turtles, rocks, stars, flowers, fossils, and spectra. Far from the grand 
theories of nature , far from ontological debates about the reality of 
atoms, quarks and black holes- in short, far from science dressed up 
in its Sunday finest, for almost two hundred years these atlases have 
carried from practitioner to practitioner the assembly of known 
objects. 
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But there was more. In studying these pictorial volumes, I realized 
that the authors struggled long and hard to assure themselves and 
their readers of the quality of the images they conveyed. Many of the 
nineteenth-century volumes proudly proclaimed that their images 
were, unlike their predecessors or competitors, objective. And they 
went on to explain, in detail, how their particularly mechanical 
procedures of sample collection, preservation, depiction, and repro
duction underwrote that very objectivity-along with a powerful 
commitment to self-restraint on the scientists' part. Here, then, was 
an opportunity to look at scientific objectivity not so much as an 
abstract philosophical problem, but rather as a ground-floor view of 
scientific practice aimed at the working objects of science. How, over 
a long period and across a myriad offields, did scientists, speaking to 
scientists, assure themselves that they could represent nature objec
tively? It was a potential gold mine: objectivity in use and across time. 

Over the last years, in collaboration with Lorraine Daston, I have 
struggled to make sense of this cornucopia of systematically de
ployed pictures. 1 In an effort to delimit the problem, we are not, at 
least in our book in progress, aiming to capture al/the meanings and 
uses of the term "objectiviry," as, for example, it occurs in the social 
sciences. Nor are we surveying the sprawling array of uses to which 
the full range of scientific figures and illustrations have been put: this 
is not a history of pie charts and bar graphs, oficonic representation, 
biogeographical maps, high-speed photography, or particle physics 
displays. It is not, and it is worth insisting on the point, an account 
of scientific visualization in general. Instead, we are exploring 
systematic arrangements of images chat scientists devise to capture 
the working objects often collected in the form called an" atlas," but 
just as often appearing under tides like "handbook" or" guide." What 
has emerged from our various studies are a periodization that divides 
these image collections into three regimes; and an understanding 
that, in each regime, the epistemic, procedural, and moral are 
inextricably linked. 

ln this brief essay, I would like to review, schematically, the 
outlines of the picture that we have constructed from these images 
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of objectivity in the making. Then, rather more speculatively, I 
would like to point in the direction where I think one can locate the 
confluence of concepts, practices, and moral understandings that 
made possible this form of scientific knowledge, this mechanical 
objectivity that joined automatic procedure to the moral insistence 
on self-abnegation. 

Objectivity and the Scientific Image 

All virtues-even all epistemic virtues-are not the same. And for 
the tradition of scientific atlas-makers before 1800, it was a singular 
good to depict the body, planes, and sky phenomena in ways that 
would be "true to nature." Being true to nature allowed-indeed 
demanded-massive intervention. In sum, before mechanical objec
tivity, one could not simp ly draw what one saw, because the Typus 
could not depend on any particular instance. Here is Goethe in 1792: 

[A] n anatomical archetype [ Typus] will be suggested 
here, a general picture containing the forms of all 
animals as potencial, one which will guide us to an 
orderly description of each animal . ... T he mere idea 
of an archetype in general implies that no particular 
animal can be used as our point of comparison; the 
particular can never serve as a pattern [Muster] for 
thewhole. 2 

Not incidentally, bur essentially anyone preparing a visual represen
tation of a natural kind must, in the search for truth to nature, select 
and idealize. For it is the best that stand s for the truest representation 
of nature. Albin us, in 17 49, put it this way as he explained why he 
put forward the skeleton that he depicted: 

And as skeletons differ from one another, not only 
as to the age, sex, stature and perfection of the bones, 
but likewise in the marks of strength, beauty and 
make of the whole; I made choice of one that might 
discover signs ofboth strength and agility; the whole 
of it elegant, and at the same time not too delicate; 
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so as neither to shew a juvenile or feminine round
?ess and slenderness, nor on the contrary an unpol
ished roughness and clumsiness; in short, all of the 
parts of it beautifuJ and pleasing co the eye. For as I 
wanted to shew an example of nature, I chused to 
take it from the best pattern of nature. 3 

But even Albin us' s carefuJ choice did not suffice. So, as he dutifully 
reports, he had to remove the "blemish" co make more "perfect," co 
alee~ the p~rt~ so~ to render the whole more "altogether just." This 
gerual dep1ct1on 1s, as we will see, a long way from the mechanical 
objectivity chat largely displaced it. 

The surprising, indeed astonishing transformation that rakes 
place between the eighteenth century and the years after the 1820s 
and l 830~, involves the inversion of the values espoused by a Goethe 
or an _Albmus. No longer is intervention by the genial author the 
most 1mport~t feature to be prized in scientific representation; it 
?ecomes a vemable epistemic vice. Rather than by means of an 
1mpr~vemenc on nature, it was only through superhuman self
restramt that the author could aspire co let nature "speak for itself." 
~ Herma~ Pagenste_cher and Carl Centus write in 1875, they 
en~eavored m these (pictures], to represent the object as naturally as 

possible. It cannot be hoped that they have always succeeded in the 
attempt: they are but too conscious how often in its delineation the 
subjecti_ve idea ,,[subj~ctive Anschauung] of the investigator has es
caped his hand. Against the seduction of the subjective, the authors 
squelched their own views and "prevailing theories"; theirs was to be 
a~ e~d~avor th!t would be "purely objective." Others struggled to 
mm1m1ze the personal element." 4 Technologies that aimed to 
auc~mate the transfer from nature to page were many, including 
vai:1ous forms of the mechanical trace, the direct impression of 
obJects on the page, along with the cameras lucida and obscura. 
When film entered the scene, it, like other technologies before and 
after, was celebrated_ as a releas~ from the "artistic aids" that always 
threatened to make mcerpretauon a personal , subjective feature of 
depiction. 
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Here-in this celebration of self-abnegation, in the horror at the 
personal, the subjective, the artistic, the interpretive , in the direct 
transfer of nature onto the picture-lies the ideal of mechanical 
objectivity: an objectivity defined by its moralized and automatic 
status beyond the reach of the artist's hand. What practitioners faced 
in the nineteenth century was, however, anything but a self-evident 
epistemic virtue. Objectivity may not carry with it accuracy. More 
than one author happily renounced the precision, the color, the 
sharpness, the depth of field, even the usefuJness that a gifted 
scientific illustrator could bring to the table. In place of these lost 
attributes, boosters of mechanical objectivity could often produce 
only blurry black and white photographs, incomplete tracings, or 
partial projections. But, they insisted, their photographs were auto
matic-a nd as such did not pass through the dreaded dark glass of 
interpretation. In directness, so the defender s would have it, lay the 
real virtue of the objective. Objectivitywas not (and is not) accuracy. 

Mechanical objectivity is also not to be confused with truth. An 
objective procedure with its restraint and automaticity mighccreate 
the conditions under which the true migh t be encountered. But che 
objective would not guarantee truth and certainly could not make 
claim to being the only path to truth. Neither was objectivity 
certainty. Indeed, in contemplating the ferocious insistence on 
objectivity during the mid-nineteenth century, one is left with the 
uneasy sense that mechanical objectivity, examined close up, may 
well be the most peculiar of epistemic virtues. Objectivity in its 
mechanical guise emerges as a ferociously austere, self-denying 
virtue, a virtue present when all the special skills, intuitions, and 
inspirations of the scientist could be quieted and nature could be 
transferred to the page without intervention or interpretation. Like 
the ascetic through whom God would speak, the scientist's self
silencing, for the advocates of objectivity, would create the moral 
and epistemic conditions under which Nature could speak. In chis 
hushed domain of science, the whispered voice of nature still needed 
to be amplified by machinery, and could only be heard against the 
muted background of a silenced soul. 
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Unlike the regime of genial depiction ("truth co nature "), th e 
regime of mechanical objectivity bor e imperfection on its sleeve as 
a sign of righteousnes s. Here are two fossil experts just after the rurn 
of the twentieth century , proclaiming that it was 

obviously necessary to give such figures of the fossils 
themselves-by mechanical means if possible-as 
should agree with the originals in all respects, show
ing their imperfe ctions as well as their perfections, 
chat the reader might be in a position co judge of the 
fidelity of the descriptions by the figures themselves, 
and might also be able, should the need arise, co 
identify the actual fossil or type specimen repre
sented on the places.5 

No improvement here, no removal of blem ishes in the inter est of a 
truth behind the appearances; in face, blemishes signaled to the 
viewer that no one had inappropriately interposed interpretation 
between visible nature and the printed page. To those who gaze at 
this pi cture: no one has stood between you and the original object, 
for chis is nature 's own autograph. 

There is a distal end of objeccivity, a time after which ic becam e 
possible co see mechanical objectivity as but one virtue among 
ochers. More specifically, atlas makers begin co be unapologetic 
about using expert judgment co alter, interpret, and select figures. 
They undertake these very un -aucomatic seeps not in defense of a 
hidden nature that can be revealed only co them, but rather in a frank 
admission chat the expertly trained eye can often sore phenomena 
more quickly and effectively than the rote application of a mechani
cal protocol. This "judgmental objectivity," if you will, begins co 
displa ce mechanical objectivity in the 1920s , 1930s, and 1940s. For 
example, in I 951, Frederic A. and Erna Gibbs launched a new 
edition of their comprehensive Atlas of Electroencephalography. 
Unlike the library of mechanically objective atlases of the previous 
century, thi s atlas explicitly renoun ced the ideal of objectivity as th e 
ulcimate goal of representation. Patiently the authors explained all 
the ways chat algorithmic, indexed, and quantitative approaches 
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might be applied co the sorting of the electroen cephalograms. These 
mid-cwentiech-cemury authors understood perfectly chacsuch auto
matic procedures were precisely the goal of mechanical objectivity. 
To make chat clear, they even referred co "objective measurements " 
when describing the various ways one might try to create a diagnostic 
category, distinguishing , for example, between epileptic and non
epileptic brain traces. Bue objective measurem ent is notwhac th? 
advocated. Instead th ey concluded : "Accuracy should not be sacri
ficed co objectivity; except for spec ial purposes analysis should be 
carried on as an intellectual rather than an electromechanical func
tion. "6 Encountered after the perusal of hundreds of nineceench
cenrury atlases espousing the ideal of mechanical objectivity, a 
statement like that on e is stunning: a deliberate renunciation of an 

automatic record of natur e in favor of judgment. 

One sees chis advocacy of judgm ent over objectivity time and 
again , in absolute contrast co che myriad atlases of the mid 
nin eteenth century. This judgmental phase required expertise, but 
it is a trained expe rtise, not a genial leap. In An Atlas of Star Spectra 
published in 1943, for example, the authors explicitly tied the 
sorting of scar spectra co the thoroughly incegracive human judgment 
em ployed in che assessment chat a particular face belongs co a specific 
race. (I should note, perhaps unsurprisingl y, that facial-racial meta
phors prospered from th e late 1930 s up co the end of the Second 
World War. ) "T he operation of spectral classification is similar. The 
observer must use good judgment as to th e definiteness with which 
the identifi cation can be made from the features available; but good 
judgm ent is necessary in any case, whether the decision is made from 
the general appearance or from more objective measur es."7 lt was 
impossible , said the authors, co classify scars based on a routinized 

and quantified procedure. 

Some precision: mechanical objeccivi ty did not die a sudden death 
in the 1920s. One can find examples of me chanically objective 
atlases well into the 1960s or 1970s. What one doe s not tend to find 
are examples of judgrnencal objectivity (explicit repudiations of 
mechanical objectivity) in the middle or late nineteenth cenrucy. 
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Similarly, the older T"t>us (geru·al d . . 
. h . Jr ep1ct1on) argum did varus overnight with the ob• . . em not 

1820s and 1830s· and ag . J~cailv1stl approaches launched in the 
, am, s1m ar y O d 

mechanically objective atlases in th '. d n~ oes no t tend to find 
import ant point is two-fold: first, ~a;~ -e1~hte~nch century . The 
to be ascertained here, marked b th . ere is~ onger-term order 
organizing pictures to stand fc y ~ r~tro~ucoon of new forms of 
second , that the procedures :~r: c _assrfy natural objects; and 
persona of the author-artist t' k _?'; image status, and even the 

f 
00 on UUTerent fo · th -

o representation : genial de iccion . rms in ese regimes 
mental objectivity. p ' mechanICal objectivity, judg-

At the risk of schematizing the alread . 
following necessarily a.bb . d ch Y schema ac, consider the rev1ate an (b · - . 
daces are of course only ap . ) earing rn mind that the proxunate: 

Before 182Q 182Q-192Q After192Q Genial Mechanical 
Depiction Judgmental 

Obje ctivity Objectivity 
Persona genius 

manuracnrer trained 
expert 

Practice intervention automatic conditioned 
transfer judgmert 

Image metaphysical mechanical irterpreted 

Ontology ltiversals, individual 
tnth to nature standi~ for 

families of 
objects 

type 

The pictorial regime before 1820 c . 
- -c , cor example ca d ·th · sc1enan cperso na the . . , rne WI 1t a 

' genms, appropriate t il. 
facebehind the il N . ounve mg nature's true 

ve · ecessarily that partin f 
massive intervencion- recordin l go appearances required 
fescly lead astray. Precisely be!:: r:; w~at onesawwo uldmani 
Albinus or Goethe was not h e pict ure produced by an 

w at one saw of nature in the raw, the 
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image itself had a status beyond that of a mere reflection-a 
metaphysical image. And the ontology associated with such a world 
was clear: there were universal forms, skeletons for example, of 
which the too-thin, too-fat, or chipp ed examples to be found in the 
sublunary morgue or und er our own skins were but imperfect 
realizations. 

Set against the pictorial regime of truth to nature, that of 
nineteenth-century mechanical objectivity stood in striking con
trast. The scientific persona became not that of the intervening 
genius, but rather one at ease tending precise machines . Like the 
manufacturer who guarded against the faulty running of factory 
looms, the scientist supervised his apparatus to ensure proper 
functioning. When the machine moved prop erly, the product 
would be regular, precise, and independent of the skill of the 
operator . This mechanical transfer of nature to page produced 
images held to be homom orphic to the original object . Traci ng, 
stamping, photographing , projecting (the particular method is not 
so important)-the mechani cal transfer aimed to produce a record 
of an individual in nature that would stand for a type or class. Crucial 
is that the image is the visual signature of the natural object, that 
natural object, and not an abstracted, improved, or idealized Urbild. 

H aving und erstood the pictorial regime to be at once about the 
right kind of practical procedure , ontological commitment , and 
moral practition er, one then raises the question : How can we 
understand the natur e of the shifts from genial depiction to mechani
cal objectivity to judgmental objectivity? Much of this discussion 
will be speculative, and comes with a warning. Years ago, the 
physicist George Gamow wrote a widely-used book on atomic 
structure; when he came to difficult sections, he placed in the 
margins a skull and crossbones to signal readers that they were on 
shaky ground . While the preceding remarks summari ze work of 
which I am largely confident, that which follows is more conjectural. 
But although largely unm apped, I believe it to be fertile territory. 
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Self and Subjectivity 
There is no doubt, I claim, that mechanical objectivity is deeply 
linked with broader historical shifts in the lace eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, developments that altered the understanding 
of the selfin mo ral, pract ical, and political dimensions. Indeed, chis 
moralized technology lies ac the hean of my discussion. Objectivity 
is roma nac. 

In English, ic was Samuel Coleridge who first popularized the 
term "objectivity" in its modern sense: knowledge not dependent on 
ou r wh ims and desires. Revealingly enough, when Coleridge first 
encountered the new use of the concept, in Heinr ich Steffens' 1806 
work Grundzuge der philosophischen Naturwissenschaft, he scribbled 
in the margins: "Steffens has needlessly perp lexed his reasoning by his 
strange use of Subjective and Objective-h is S=the O of former 
Philosophers, and his O=their S."8 "Perplexed, " presumably, be
cause Coleridge was famil iar with the older, thirteenth century 
meaning of the term, according to wh ich Duns Scorus and many 
followers rook subjectivum co apply co the thing being tho ught, and 
objectivum, by contrast, to che thing as grasped by the mind. Fo r no 
reason apparent to Coleridge, Steffens appeared co have inverted the 
two terms. 

Over the next several years, as he learned that S reffans was but part 
of a much wider German philosophical upheaval, Coleridge joined 
the phi losopher in chis new "strange use" of objectivity. Kane, as 
Coleridge knew well, had launched the project of constituting 
objects through an active self. Bur Cole ridge's interest turned 
cowards more contemporary authors, including one of Kane's 
chosen successors,J.G. Fichte, who, much more than Kant, trans
formed the critical apparatus into a sys rem built around the primor
dial im portance of the willing "I." During Fichte's Jena period 
(1794-99), heaccedas the nucleus for the Romantic circle, encouraging 
their shared fascination with an ego that was, according to Fichte, the 
starting point for an analysis chat spoke of the "subjecc--objecc" or 
"subjectivity-objecrivity." For Fichte, the world was dependent on 
the self, and the self dependent on the world. True, the world was 
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"exterior" to us, but, Fichte insisted, irwas the subject that produce d 
chat very exceriority. As Fichte put ic: 

How are we supposed co accomplish the transition 
from what is merely subjective--feeling-ro some
thing objective, something chat can hinder the 
activity of the I when it is acting? Answer: through 
the productive imagination, which is simultaneously 
free and constrained by laws, thanks to which the 
concept of its action is at the same time also 
necessary.9 

At rhe end of the eighteenth century there was simply nothing in 
Europe like Jena: Holderlin came to hear Fichte; August Wilhelm 
Schlegel taught philosophy there, housing his brother Friedrich ; 
Friedrich Schelling had received the call to Jena; Clemens Brentano 
was studying medicine; and Novalis came frequently to visit and 
participate in the circle. Bue of all these, it was no doubt Schelling 
who most assiduously pressed the new philosophy into the domain 
of nacure.10 True, Coleridge reckoned, Fichte had contr ibuted some 
fund amental ideas. Bue by Coleridge 's lights it was " to Schelling we 
owe the completion, and the most important victories, of chis 
revolution in philosophy." 11 Through 1814 Coleridge read inten
sively through Spinoza , Fichte, and Schelling, hoping to bring 
Christian faith to this new idealist philosophy. 12 

Cole ridge's 1817 Biographialiterariashows his adoption of the 
Germans' terms: "The very words, objective and subjective, of such 
constant recurrence in the schools of yore, I have ventured to re
introduce because I could nocso briefly, or conveniently by any more 
familiar terms distinguish the percipere from the percipi." 13 A bit 

lacer, Coleridge asserted: 

Now the sum of all char is merely OBJECTIVE, we 
will henceforth call NATURE, confining the term 
to its passive and mater ial sense, as comprising all the 
phaenomena by which its existence is made known 
to us. On the other hand the sum of all that is 
SUBJECTNE, we may comprehend in the name 
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of the SELF or INTELLIGENCE . Boch concep
tions are in necessary antithesis. 14 

Here and throughout the BiographiaLiteraria, Coleridge appropri
ated freely from Schelling, not only translatin g fragm ents and even 
whole paragraphs word for word , but also prefacing these borrow
ings with a (largely unsuccessful) pre-emptive strike against the 
charge of plagiarism. "I regard truth as a divine ventriloquist: I care 
not from whose mouth the sounds are supposed to proce ed, if only 
the words are audible and int elligible. " And elsewhere: "It will be 
happiness and honor enough , should I succeed in rendering the 
system itself intelligibl e to my countrymen .... "15 

Ventriloquized or not , Co leridge brou ght Schelling's subjec
tively-produced objective world to the English reader. 16 Again, 
following Schelling practically to the letter , Co leridge assured his 
readers that the deeply held and fundamental "prejudice" that 
"THERE EXIST THINGS WITHOUT US" held good, while at 
the same time endorsing an all-important caveat. Transcendental 
philosophy 's critical approach to the world had always treated this 
"outside" in terms of che subject; the "I" mu st always be a pre€ondi
tion of experience. "If it be said, chat this is Idealism, let it be 
remembered that it is only so far idealism, as it is at the same time, 
and on that very account, the truest and most binding realism. "17 

Of course, Schelling and Coleridge were but two of the Roman
tics who pushed hard on the newly enlivened "I." Looked at with the 
precision it deserves, the active, willing "I" came into focus with 
sharp ly differing emphases in the works of the various leaders of the 
idealist movement. Indeed , several dashed head-on. For examp le, 
ArthurSchopenhauerdespi sedFichte 'sandSchelling 's daimtohave 
united the "I" as wilJing self and as object of inquiry. 18 Instead , 
Schopenhauer saw the suppression of the self as the precondition for 
aesthetics , salvation, and knowledge itself: "[A]esthetic pleasure in 
the beautiful consists, to a large extent, in the fact that, when we emer 
the state of pure contemplation, we are raised for the moment above 
all willing, above all desires and cares; we are, so to speak, rid of 
ourselves. " 

19 
Similarly , the will "must be denied if salvation is to be 
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. d from an existence like ours. »20 Finally, o?ly ~ e suthppresslion 
amune . . d wh ich thmg s m emse ves 
of will c~.ces ~ e-c,?ttl:s~so~~se~:es entirely in this object ~of 
becom e o':a e. ds we forget our ind ividuality, our will, 
knowledge] ; mother wor ' bJ·ect as clear mirror of the . · t only as pure su , 
and cont1nue .t~ exts h the ob ·ect aloneexisted without anyone 
object, s~ ~at tt ~: thougare no lo~ger able to separate the perceiver 
co perceive It, an us we h h become one ,, In this state . butt etwo ave .... 
from the perce~uo~ , l . er iven in terms ofits relation to other 
of affairs the o?li~t IS no_ r~ ~at remains is what Schop enhauer 
things. Thewt asvants ~ · . . f th ill"- and the person 

d h «• ediate obJecnv1ty o e w . l 
calle t e un.m . d. .d al but rather "pure will- ess, . . • longer an m 1v1 u , perce1vmg 1s no »21 

. nless timeles s subject of knowledge. 

pai My i~terest he~e is not~:~::•e P1~;=r~ t~0::b::~i:%~ 
this or that docmne on ° J ~- . d th · followers made 

d 1800 h German 1deal1sts an eu 
years aroun ' t e . un· g it with a moral and 

d t red thi s concept, ves f 
central an restruc u . l had In the course o 

. . h that it had not previous Y · 
epistemic w~tg ~ . d ob. ectivi to the center of attention, the 
bringing subJecnv1ty an .. J c cyth "bili·cyofkno wledge. For 

. d ndioons wr e poss1 
idealists create new co . I to cast the objective from insid e th e 
what they did was not st~p ! d Their s was a vastly more subtle 
mind to independ ent_ o mdm .d massively powerful will directly . • ffi t they mtro uce a . . 
proJect:m e _e~: . I Thewilling subj ectm1ghtextst 
into the poss1b1ltcy of ep1ste~oh othgy. b" t Or it might be, as 
. al d endency wit e o Jec . . uld 
m mutu ep . th t this ever-dominant will wo 
Schopenhauer would have it,b a to knowledge. But however 

d b epressed for us to e open .d ali 
nee to er "bir fknowledgewas forth e 1 e sts, 
it was configur ed, the poss1 ~cyo lf N c God the~ but also God 's 

b d ithanactivese. o ' . d 
forever oun up w b all . d •mprint itselfon the qwete .d N must e owe tot 
seculars1 e, ature, . . . moralicyandepistemol -

. • th" mplexofconcepts JOtnmg 
self.lt1sm. is~~ es Aworldindepeodemofusispresent,no 
ogy that obJ_e~ov1cy fithtgur ~db taken as independ ent only insofar doubt , but It is one at co e 
as an active self made it so. 
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We have advanced a few steps in th . 
profusion of concern with ob. . ~ ter~ain °~ the objective. The 
Germany around 1800, the ro/::~tty , its pn~ary locati_on in 
overwhelming will-all chi Pb concern with suppressmg an 
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rargecs of Engels in his Condition of the English Working Class. For 
Engels, the moral tenor with which Ure welcomed the machine 
world was reversed-Umgekehrt, as Marx liked co say. For Engels, 
it was not the pre-machine world that was filled with squalor, but 
rather the world that followed it, engendered by the new factories. 
Glancing back before the introduction of machines into textile 
industry, Engels depicted spinners leading a comfortable, peaceful 
existence; they were righteous, Go d-fearing, honest people with a 
higher standard of living than would come in the factory system, 
they were in good physical condition, strong, well-built, the moral 
and intellectual equals of countrym en. Content in happy intimacy 
with playmates, maintaining no interest in politi cs, rejoicing in 
outdoor sports, listening devoutly to readings of the Bible-these 
were men and women who (and now Eden sours) vegetated happi ly, 
knowing nothing of the outside world. "They were not human 
beings at all, but little more than hwnan machines in the service of 
a small aristocratic class .... " Now, that is to say in the 1840s, 
machines of steel and steam threatened the spinners' balanced 
inequity , throwing them out of work in sector after sector. One day 
it might be different , Engels speculated, but in the current state of 
affairs, "Every new machine brings with it unemployment, want and 
suffering."23 

Despite their radically opposed politics, Ure and Engels concurred 
that the world had changed in the aftermath of th e spinning jenny 
and its descendants, and in ways chat altered at once the ethical , the 
epistemic, and the economic domains. Ure' s sub ti de, An Exposition 
of the Scientific, Moral and Commercial Economy of The Factory 
System of Great Britain, captured that tripartite ambition . The 
scientific economy, the moral economy, and the commercial economy 
were so intertwined that they could be, indeed needed co be taken 
together. Certainly this conflue nce was assumed by all who joined 
the discussion of the machine question-such as Peter Gaskell, who 
saw price, technique , and morality at stake in the epochal struggle 
between "the delicate tact of the human hand" and steam-powered 
machinery. 24 
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a child may superinte nd it." That was the goal, and it was not 
metaph orical. Malleable children would supervise the apparatus. For 
example, artisans spinning cotton had requir ed great delicacy to lay 
the fibers parallel to one another and draw them into spongy cords 
known as rovings. Only one worker in a hundr ed could pull the 
fibers by hand with the required precision. Now, Ure reported, 
rovings of any kind could be used because machin ery, with a doubled 
action of twisting and extending, could sore the fibers on its own. 
"On the handicraft plan, labour more or less skilled , was usually the 
most expensive element of pcoduction-Materiam superabat opus; 
but on the automatic plan, skilled labour gees progressively super
seded, and will, eventually, be replaced by mere overlookers of 
machines." Those overlookers, "children with watchful eyes and 
nimble fingers," would displace the journeyman of long experience, 
thanks to "our enlightened manufactur ers" who had exploded the 
scholastic (Adam Smithian) dogma of labor as divided skill.26 

How and when does objectivity meet the machin e question? For 
the manufacturers and political economises of the early nineteenth 
centu ry, disciplined machine-governed regularity was the salient 
feature of modern life: the skills of the artisan were being rendered 
obsolete, displaced by passive onlookers superintending the auto
matic system of machin es. For those who celebrated the machine 
system, the great array of gear trains and looms promised regularity, 
predictability, conformity and rationality - as well as cheap goods 
and increased profits. But th ere was the flip side of tha t enthusiasm, 
an increasingly suspicious affect cowards the particularity of the 
individual skilled worker whose muscles, judgment, and temp era
ment worked against the grain of this ever-increasing standardiza
tion. 

For the scientists who celebrated mechanical objectivity, some
thing quite similar was at work; not surprisingly, perhaps, given that 
the machines they used (printing, photographi c, uacing, projecting, 
and casting technologies) were already of a piece with production 
machin es. For example, when William Anderson repon ed in the 
1880s on the state of scientific illusuation, he readily conceded that 
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the modern period held no anises to rival Leonardo da Vinci Calcar 
Fialetti, or Berrett ini. But the draughtsman of the ni~eteench 
century made up in s_cience what he lacked in "artis tic genius": 'We 
can boast no engravmgs as effective as those of the broadsheets of 
V es~ ... but we are_a?le to er_nploy new processes that reproduce the 
draw1_ngs ~f the ongmal ob1ect without error of interpr etation. "27 
No discretton should be left to the illustrator , another anatomist 
proclaimed. Instead, photographs would eliminate "the possibili ty 
for subjective alteration . "28 As late as 1960, one atlas of the basal 
ganglia, brain stem, and spinal cord similarly cast aside hand drawn 
illustr~tions as "selecciv_e" and "uncertain. " By contrast, "The photo 
graph 1s the actual sectton. Ther e is no artist's interpr etation in the 
reproduction of the structures. "29 

Machin~ automaticity. stood as bulwark against the quirks, 
muscles, skills, even the artistry of the individual . Eli Whitney made 
that perfectly clearwhe~ he summed up his reasons for preferring the 
new m~de of harvesting and threshing: the point of the new 
~roduct10n ~ethod was "to s~bstitute correct and effective opera
t10ns of mac~mery for that skill of the anise which is acquired only 
by lo~g practice ~nd experience. "30 Political economy normati vely 
descnbed a particular form of interaction between humans and 
mac~in<:5. As Maxine Berg has shown so well, through hundr eds of 
publication s the economists educated workers from the time of 
childho~d, in "habits of self contro l and moral discipline" in 
prep~ation f~r t?e operation of machin es, while urging the manu 
facturmg capitalist to fmd the "abstinence " needed to accumulate 
and safeguard fixed capital.31 

. The rules of machinery and motive power stood, in the mid
~1~ete~nth century, :s science itsel£ At the popular level, the 
sc1ent1~c mo:'ement joined techno logy to economic improve

me~t , wtth middl e-class advocates of both using the Mechanics 
Insarute Movement to propagandiz e during the 182Os and 183Os 
on behalf of a harmonious vision of capital and labor. Science, 
techn?logy, and labor were to meet at the Institut e, with courses on 
chemistry and mechanical drawing, with the aim of cultivating a 
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higher class of scientifically-trained mechanics. At the elite observa
tories, factory methods entered in other ways, including , as Simon 
Schaffer has shown, a systemati c disciplining of astronomical ob
servers to follow the regulated , standardized behaviors of the factory 
worker. Political econom y entered the laboratory even more di
rectly. In a study of Char les Babbage's" calculating engin e," Schaffer 
has shown how powerfully Babbage's vision of the factory and 
factory morality shap ed the design of the mechanical computer and 
how moralized was the int erpretation ofits capacity for memory and 
foresight. Crosbie Smith and Norton Wise have argued that natural 
philosophers like Lord Kelvin put the steam engine and teleg~~ph 
cable into direct contact with the concepts of work and waste ansmg 
from political economy and the machine world-as well as buildin g 
the laboratory to more closely resemble the factories producing 
steam power and cables. And I have discussed earlier how, when 
James Clerk Maxwell outlined his account of the very nature of 
ninete enth-century scientific instruments, he drew directly from the 
machine literature: instrum ents , along with factory machines, di
vided into sources of power , means for conveying that power, and 
mechanism s of power application . H ere Maxwell , Babbage , 
Thomson , and Marx were reading from the same page. The 
scientific laboratory and the industrial factorywere grown from the 
nineteenth century, root and branch . 32 

Many features of the laboratory and factory coincide; they are 
deeply linked, and often co-produced. One can point , for example, 
to worker discipline, centralized power sources, and archit ecture
as well as shared political economic ideals of maximizing work and 
minimizing waste. But for our purposes here, the key commonali ty 
is the joint fascination with the reduction of individual variability 
through the use of machine s: the production of regularity as a 
posit ive virtue that was simultaneously moral and epistemic. It ':as 
here that the quieting of the will met the discipline and self-restramt 
of the factory. 

That morality , industrial produ ction , and scientific authority 
came together became evident by the beginning of the twentieth 
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Revolutions of Objeccivi~ The Will and the Ma chine 

Looking back on nineteenth-century mechanical objectivity, we see 
far more thart a mere extension of mechartical technique. Mechartical 
objectivity was not, for example, the straightforward perfection 
of micr oscope or telescope lenses, the wielding of ever-more sophis
ticated cameras lucida or obscura, or even the fabricat ion of better 
photographi c apparatuses. If objectivity were purely driven by 
techniqu e, it would be easier co under stand. But mechartical objec
tivity is not so simply graphed onto procedur e alone; we have seen 
how this new visual regime was at once about morality , procedu re, 
oncology, and image. In that cluster lies the arresting strangen ess of 
the project: in field after field, botani sts, astronome rs, anatomises, 
and zoologists gave up their long association with gifted artists co 
pursu e images that could hardl y compet e for color, depth , or 
precision with that previous tradition. Th e mystery, it seems to me, 
is not so much why anyone would hold onto the older ideal of a 
genius-driven cruth co nature, but rather how anyone could have 
preferred the often blurred , eviscerated, "objective" images of the 
new over the etched and painted masterpieces of the eighteenth 
century . It is in the hop e of making sense of that sacrifice and 
ambition that I have taken us across territories more usually associ-

ated with philosophy and political econom y. 
At the center of mechanical objectivity , then, lay both a fear and 

a hope. Fear issued from a chan ged concept of the individual, one in 
which the willing, intendin g, and intruding self could not be 
dismissed. Viewed from the vantage point of the Romanti cs, the 
rational soul was not an optional facility that could be activated on 
comm and co order perceptions of a passive pre-existing world. 
Instead, just because the finite , active self was required for the world 
co be anything for us at all, there was a grave danger , a fear that in 
willing, desiring , intending, and schematizing , the image of natur e 
would cell us no more than what we want ed co hear. For a Fichte, 
a Schopenhauer , a Schelling, or a Coleridge, the ineradicable quality 
of the self was not a source of despair about natural knowledge. N o, 
understandi ng nature th rough thi s active self was the problem of 
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knowledge as it. was given. Ful l stop. Idealism did not oppose 
objectivity; on the contrary, it was in the cauldron of early nine
teenth-century Jena's idealist philosophy that there emerged, in its 
first and powe rful form, the "modern" concept of an objectivity that 
always implicated the self. For these philosophers and their literary 
allies, it would have been absurd to postu late a fundamental oppo
sition between realism and idealism. Recall Coleridgeventriloquiz
ing Schelling: "let it be remembered that it is on ly so far idealism, as 
it is at the same time , and on that very account, the truest and most 
binding realism. " 

An active will posed a danger-the distorting, willful manipula
tion of the scientific image. I have suggested that, in the political 
economy of the early nineteenth-century machine, we once again 
encounter a crossing point of morality, procedure, and epistemol
ogy. When the scientific atlas makers, beginning in the 1830s, began 
to present themselves as self-abnegating machine minde rs, they were 
not alone. The laboratory and factory systems of the nineteenth 
century each, increasingly, used the other as an exemplar of both 
technical and moral economy. And within the factory, a new persona 
was under construction, not only for the disciplined worke r, but for 
the self-abnegating supervisor. Self-disc iplined to remain aloof, yet 
ever vigilant of the machine, the mechanical objectivists resembled 
on one hand the abstaining manufacturer who would "police" the 
artist, and on the other hand the disciplined factory worker who 
above all was taughrnotto impose an interfering art or artistry on the 
smooth functioning of the apparatus. 

What kind of explanation is this? It is not a causal explanation of 
mechanical objectivity-one cannot read , uni vocally, from context 
to content. Instead, it may be better to formulate the issue this way: 
What made mechanical objectivity possible or desirab le in the early 
nineteenth century? Following Foucault, it is tempting to identify 
the political economy of machines and the philosophies joining will 
and objectivity as historical conditions ofpossibiHty. For Foucault, the 
units of analysis are concepts, and the historical conditions of 
possibility describe how one set of concepts depends on another, 
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where that dependency is historically specific.36 Before people can be 
sorted into certain kinds of groups, Foucault argues, one must have 
in place some notions of psychogenetic explanation. 

Bur the "possibilities" in these various regimes of image making 
are not purely conceptual. That is the central point. Genial interven
tion or manufacturing self-abnegation are not purely intellectual 
choices. Nor do they simply follow after the concepts-we do not 
have a strategy of inquiry (an epistemology) followed by a morally
based reception (eth ics). Instead, I take this to be the central point of 
this history: ep istemology and ethics come in together. There is no 
neutral strategy of machine usage followed by an ethical evaluation 
ofit. The machine is moralized from the get-go. Similar ly, there is 
no accepted practice of neutral procedure of automatic image 
registration that later acquires a valuation.Just because the persona 
of the scientist, the status of the image, the ontology of nature come 
in together, I am reluctan t to think about "value" as an "extra" 
element imposed on a pre-existing procedure. The" factory system," 
as conceived in the nineteenth century, was always already moralized; 
the labo ratory system ofimage production in science was as well. For 
all these reasons, it might be more precise to speak about comport
ment (embracing the moral, technical , and epistemic), rather than 
concepts (capturing the ordered rules of combination imposed on 
statements). By extension, we would then introduce conditions of 
possible comportment rather than conditions of (conceptual) possibility. 

I will conclude with two final thoughts about where one might 
go from here w ith the conditions of comportment that lay behind 
the new sense of mechanically objective scientific images. First, it is 
clear that many early nineteenth-century philosophers, engineers, 
scientists, and po litical economists saw the late-eighteenth century 
events in F ranee, Britain, and England as fundamentally connected. 
For example , Fichte , a supporter of the French Revolut ion , saw his 
own work as continuing in German transcendental philosophywhat 
had begun in French politics. Henrich Steffans not only found his 
contemporary circle ofRomancic poets and philosophers as prop~r ly 
belonging together; he judged that "[w]hat the French Revoluuon 
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intended to achieve as an external natural event, and Fichte's 
ph ilosophy as an inner absolute deed, this alliance [of romantics] 
wished to develop as pure , wildly playing fantasy. "37 Coleridge and 
Schelling both referred to the philosophical revolution then in 
progress, while Marx, who began his studies by plunging into the 
work of Kant, Ficht e, and H egel, often pointed to the "original" 
political revolution in France that found its "copy" in German 
philosophy. " [T]he Germans have thought," Marx lamented , "what 
other nations have done."38 Engels made the analogy between 
revolutions more explicit, arguing that the machine revolution of 
Britain was, in an important sense, of a piece with the political and 
philosophical revolutions on the Continent. "The Industrial Revo
lution, " he wrote, "has been as important for England as the political 
revolution for France and the philosophical revolution for 
Germany." 39 

Fully elucidating the cross-links among Engels' s three revolutions 
would , I suspect, go a long way towards articulating the reconfigured 
self that emerged in th.is period , a newly active self that was inevitably 
an agent in all aspects of the constitution of the world, from the 
conditioning of possible knowledge to the establishment of the 
political, moral , and productive order of things. That reconfiguration , 
properly understood, would take us further towards an historical 
grasp of the changing scientific persona of the early nineteenth 
century. We would , consequently, gain a firmer grasp on the 
unsettling new virtue of mechanical objectivity. 

Second, if the direction of explanation here is to be of use, 
something analogous will be required to understand whathappened 
to objectivity in the first part of the twentieth century. For during 
those critical decades, the consensus that had formed around me
chanical objectivity began to fragment. Where might one look for 
the analogue conditions of comportment that shifted the persona of 
the manufacturer towards a trained expert, and shifted the mechani 
cal image towards the production of scientific catalogues of images 
that unabashedly employed judgment? Perhaps we should track, 
again, scientific comportment as it shifted along with major alter-
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ations in the scientific, moral, and political economy . Foronce again, 
in the early twentieth century, the re was a self-conscious reappraisal 
of the relation of people and machines-th is time in the greatly 
expanded scope of professional expertise as the categories of scientist 
and engineer took on new functions. Perhap s, too, we should 
explore the reconceptualization of the machine itself as distributed 
electrical power, self-regulating (cybernetic ) electronics and , later, 
digital computers began to displace centralized mechanical and 
thermodynam ic devices as model machines. But however we pro
ceed, such an inquiry into the partial displacement of mechanical 
objectivity by judgment wo uld be begun by asking: What is the 
persona of the twentieth century scientist once it shifts towards a 
more self-confident expert and away from the self-abnegating 
manufactur er? What characteristic new relations do the scientists 
have to the machines , and what status do images have that 
unapologetically leave a mechanical objectivity in favor of expert 
judgment? 

Notes 

* This paper builds on a presentation made at the public session on 
"The Humanities and The Sciences" at the Annual Meeting of the 
American Council of Learned Societies in May 1999. I would like to thank 
Lorraine Daston, Caroline A Jones, my fellow panelists, and members of 
the audience for their helpful comments. 
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